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Jeffrey Clemenic US https://www.talenthouse.com/i/1363/submission/282839/246df1c2 This animated GIF was inspired by Andy Warhol's art style. A pop art 

celebration of the new X-Class. Emphasizing the gear hauling capacity 
for adventure sport enthusiasts. 10 seconds looping.

Stefan Katanic Serbia https://www.talenthouse.com/i/1363/submission/282834/492f52af My idea was to depict the wide range of possibilities that come with the 
Mercedes-Benz X-Class in a concise, fluid and attractive way.

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/katanizacija
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/stefan.katanic.art

João Souza Brazil https://www.talenthouse.com/i/1363/submission/281843/5ccc7eb5 My artwork it has resulted in short film that I tried to show all the X-
class's power and comfort.
The quick cuts and scene transitions shows the adventurous spirit and 
explorer that spread into the symbol of the brand telling in a subtle way 
the genuine adjectives of Mercedes-Benz.

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/jmarcandrade/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/musgurbanu/

Neil Shrubb UK https://www.talenthouse.com/i/1363/submission/282261/fba9127c As the x-class is the adventure vehicle for any situation, I designed an 
as yet undiscovered environment full of colour and possibilities. I 
packed the car full of adventure sports equipment, ready for the 
unexpected

Instagram: www.instagram.com/neilshrubb
Facebook: www.facebook.com/neil.shrubb

Matthew Baldoz US https://www.talenthouse.com/i/1363/submission/282627/7994ed86 Its meant to imply that the X-class is perfect for the extreme athlete no 
matter what the sport. The three designs of the X-class relate to its 
payload. This simple designs bright colors are meant to grab your 
attention and be easily deciphered with a quick glimpse.

Facebook: Matthew Baldoz

Eric Ibasco Philippines https://www.talenthouse.com/i/1363/submission/282572/f6100486 The idea behind my artwork was to keep it simple because I love the 
'minimalism' style. I titled it on the submission: ‘Stay Classy. A Black 
and White design to match the Classy look of the new X-Class.’ By 
applying only the basic shapes and simple colours we can still achieve 
greatness. Just as the new Mercedes-Benz X-Class: simple but 
elegant, no matter in which way you look at it.

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/erichuchu.ibasco
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/adobooffice/

Adhitia Wisnu Indonesia https://www.talenthouse.com/i/1363/submission/282242/82698f12 My artwork was inspired by 80's vaporwave art/neon concept and the 
trailer of the X-Class commercial in which the vehicle was chased by a 
huge spaceship. I wanted to portray the X-Class in some adventurous 
and exciting driving experiences in a futurist modern and urban setting. 
I created a scene that involves two Mercedes-Benz products. In this 
case it’s a sedan type which you can see right next to the X-Class.

Twitter: @addydesign79

Jose Luis Maldonado Equador https://www.talenthouse.com/i/1363/submission/282337/0775612a My work is based on the versatility of the car highlighting aspects such 
as confidence and design, framing it in an amazing environment in 
which several scenarios are combined and in which the X-Class 
performance develops its maximum potential evoking a parallelism 
between the adventure, the city, everyday life and fun.

Twitter: @jmaldox
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/joseluis.maldonadosanmartin 

Amit Gonsalves India https://www.talenthouse.com/i/1363/submission/282610/1699f94d It was an amazing opportunity showcasing my skills on a brand like 
Daimler Chrysler. My thoughts were to highlight the X-Class passing 
through various terrains into a complete unknown territory (showing a 
blank canvas) with X-plore written above, 'X' being the unknown value, 
leaving it to the viewers imagination and also tying it nicely with 
Mercedes-Benz X-Class.

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/amit.gonsalves.7

Martina Goldbeck Germany https://www.talenthouse.com/i/1363/submission/282446/ae626505 For this creative invite I created a story of a young couple who live in 
an urban metropole. They work as freelancers in multimedia (film, 
photography). They always find hidden and wild places like the 
Halloween party or the beach with rotten boats, a romantic lake for 
fishing or a lovely house at a beautiful lake. I was educated as a poster 
painter, and I create fantastic illusions and dreams. I love poster - and 
cinema painting. This work of art is painted with "Plextol on paper", a 
special form of acrylic paint, which looks like oil.

Facebook: @Martina.Goldbeck
Instagram: @Martina Goldbeck
Twitter: @Martina Goldbeck

Pál Oláh Hungry https://www.talenthouse.com/i/1363/submission/282781/1a312ab0 I was inspired by the off-road aspects of the X-Class, and how it 
crosses different rugged terrains in style, and tried to show the 
relationship between the car and the adverse elements: Dirt, Grit, 
Water and Concrete.

Facebook: @thepalandfriends
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